Disingenuous Abbott?
Think of your own grandchildren??
MEDIA RELEASE: February 6th, 2013
For anyone contemplating supporting Tony Abbott and the Liberal Party at the Federal
Election on September 14th the first major speech by Mr Abbott after the election date
announcement provides sobering commitment to NDIS.
In any language could we sadly call it typical political spin or bullshit?
NDIS gets a mention by Mr Abbott, who touches on any and every political agenda with a
typical politicians shallowness and paucity of detail. NDIS for a $8.5 billion dollar recurrent
program critically affecting over 400,000 Australians occupied barely a breath of Mr
Abbott's rhetoric.
http://www.liberal.org.au/latest-news/2013/01/31/tony-abbott-addressnational-press-club-canberra
On NDIS Mr Abbott has to clarify the same questions that Gillard has not had the ticker yet
to fully address despite repeated requests from the disability community
1. Who will actually be covered by NDIS?
2. How will NDIS be long term funded?
3. When will NDIS really start?
Mr Abbott should keep in front of mind when thinking NDIS that he has three delightful
young daughters. It is almost a mathematical certainty that if each of Mr Abbott's three
children have three children each that at least one of his grandchildren will have a
disability.
What legacy will Mr Abbott leave for his grandchildren when it comes to NDIS?
The time to elaborate is now!
Over to you Mr Abbott
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